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Vocabulary set 2: Computer parts
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
1 This icon tells you the [printer / keyboard] is switched on.
2 Some laptops have got a [microphone / screen] but some haven't.
3 We need to connect a [webcam / keyboard] because they can't see us.
4 I can write emails on my phone but the [speaker / keyboard] is very small.
5 Write your name using the [keyboard / monitor].
Grammar point 2: Articles: a(n) and the
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
6 Julia reads a lot – she loves [the books / books]!
7 Are you from [Spain / the Spain]?
8 We have [lunch / a lunch] at 1pm.
9 Have you got [a / the] games console in your room?
10 Do you like [cats / the cats]?
UNIT 2
Vocabulary set 1: Household jobs
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
11 We take it in turns to do the [washing-up / rubbish / table].
12 I'm [sorting / loading / laying] the dishwasher.
13 Marc hates tidying his [ironing / bed / room].
14 Juan, can you clear the [rubbish / table / recycling] please?
15 [Lay / Make / Clear] the table and put the things in the kitchen.
Grammar point 2: Present continuous for future arrangements
Complete the sentences with the present continuous form of the verbs in brackets. Use
short forms where possible.
16 ______________________________ my room if it's a nice day tomorrow! (I / not / clean)
17 ______________________________ Antonio when you go to Rome? (you / see)
18 ______________________________ to get ready for the party on Sunday. (we / help)
19 Angie and Dina ______________________________ their room this evening. (tidy)
20 Next week ______________________________ a classroom with my friend's class. (we /
share)
UNIT 3
Vocabulary set 2: Wildlife
Complete the words with the missing letters.
21 Don't go near that _ _ _codile! It's dangerous!
22 There are croco_ _ _es in that river.
23 A pa_ _ _t is a beautiful bird with many colours.
24 Be_ _s usually live near trees.
25 S_ _ _ers have got eight legs.
Grammar point 1: Past simple
Complete the sentences with the past simple form of the verbs in brackets.
26 She ______________________________ I was your brother! (think)
27 Gina ______________________________ shopping with us. (come)
28 ______________________________ any chocolate from the supermarket? (you / get)
29 I ______________________________ Sandy last year. (not / know)
30 What ______________________________ for her birthday? (your sister / get)

UNIT 4
Vocabulary set 2: Containers and amounts
Complete the words with the missing letters.
31 In the summer we always carry a bo_ _ _ _ of water with us.
32 Don't open a new p_ _ _et of rice – I've got some here.
33 I bought a big p_ _ _e of meat because there are eight people for dinner.
34 Would you like another _ _ _ce of chicken?
35 You'll find a j_ _ of jam in the cupboard, and there's plenty of bread.
Grammar point 1: Expressions of quantity
Complete each sentence with the phrases below. More than one answers sometimes
possible. You can use each phrase more than once.
a few / a little / a lot of / any / few / little / many / much / no / some
36 There are __________ people in the class who don't eat meat. Maybe two or three.
37 Let's buy some chicken. I know __________ good recipes for chicken.
38 Would you like __________ more tea?
39 Sorry! There's __________ bread, so I can't make you a sandwich.
40 'Do you want to stay for coffee?' 'Yes. I have __________ free time. Thanks.'
UNIT 5
Vocabulary set 1: Personality adjectives
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
41 When someone is __ , they share their things with other people.
a confident b generous c patient
42 __ people cry more often than others.
a Clever b Confident c Emotional
43 __ people want to be successful in life.
a Generous b Ambitious c Kind
44 __ people often give you things or buy you things.
a Ambitious b Brave c Generous
45 A __ person is someone who doesn't feel shy with others.
a confident b creative c generous
Grammar point 1: Adjectives with prepositions + -ing form (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences with a preposition and the correct form of the word in brackets.
46 Sorry, but I'm really bad ______________________________ people's names. (remember)
47 After ten years, she was tired ______________________________in the same company.
(work)
48 He's a good player but he's not very good _________________________ goals. (score)
49 Some people are really bad ______________________________ . (recycle)
50 We were very excited ______________________________ on a trip to the forest. (go)
UNIT 6
Vocabulary set 2: Exercise verbs (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences with a suitable verb from the list. More than one answer is sometimes
possible.
hold / look down / look up / point / pull / sit down / stand up / stretch / touch / turn
51 Do you __________ when the teacher comes in?
52 Most people __________ their arms when they're tired.
53 When you're up a mountain, don't __________ or you might fall.
54 Why did that woman __________ her finger at me?
55 People often __________ their bodies when they're sleeping.

Grammar point 1: Zero conditional, should (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences with if or should and the words in brackets.
56 ______________________________ to music, it's usually pop music. (I / listen)
57 Where ______________________________ if there is a storm? (you / go)
58 We can learn English faster ______________________________ to English or American
people. (we / talk)
59 ______________________________ help if they have a problem. (Students / get)
60 What ______________________________ you are at home alone? (you / do)
Grammar point 2: First conditional (difficulty level 2)
Complete the first conditional sentences with the words in brackets and any other words
that you need.
61 Mum won't be happy if ______________________________ the work. (you / not / finish)
62 We'll help you clean the house ______________________________ invite our friends round
later. (we / can)
63 ______________________________ me the words, I'll translate them into Spanish for you.
(you / tell)
64 ______________________________ a little bread if you've got some. (I / have)
65 I won't buy the new mobile ______________________________ too much. (it / cost)
UNIT 7
Vocabulary set 2: Work and study (difficulty level 1)
Complete the words with the missing letters.
66 If you're good at b_ _ _ness, you might be the boss of a company one day.
67 Kristian hopes to get a place at univers_ _ _ next year.
68 Wouldn't it be great to have your own co_ _ _ny?
69 Carl is in his first _ _ _m at the school and he's enjoying it.
70 'What cou_ _ _ are you doing?' 'I'm studying design.'
Grammar point 2: Present perfect (difficulty level 1)
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
71 Don [has try / have tried / has tried] to learn Portuguese but he can't say much yet.
72 Dimitri [was writing / has written / is writing] a lot of letters but he hasn't found a job.
73 We haven't [decide / decided / decides] who's going to go first.
74 'Have you finished eating?' 'Yes, I [have / finished / ate].'
75 [They've started / They did start / They've start] a new club after school.
UNIT 8
Vocabulary set 1: Types of films and TV programmes (difficulty level 2)
Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
76 A [chat / weather / western] show is where you can hear famous people talking.
77 His favourite programme was a [western / cartoon / cookery show] about a talking pig.
78 [Game / Chat / Cookery] shows are often funny as people do silly things to win prizes.
79 'Do you like [adventure / weather / science] films?' 'I like them if they have a good story.'
80 Dad was watching a [horror film / western / chat show] with cowboys riding their horses.
Grammar point 1: Present perfect with ever and never (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences with ever or never and the present perfect form of the verb in
brackets. Use short forms where possible.
81 ______________________________ a fish? (he / catch)
82 ______________________________ a text message to anyone! (Ivan / write)
83 ______________________________ anything important? (you / lose)
84 ______________________________ under your bed? (you / clean)
85 ______________________________ your homework on the bus going to school? (you / do)

